
 
 
 

RESOLUTION TO AFFIRM YOUTH PROGRAMMING NEEDS AND PRIORITIES 
 
 

WHEREAS, the Cedar Riverside neighborhood has a higher population density than the rest of 
Minneapolis, with a significantly greater number of children under 18, and substantially higher 
poverty level than the City average; 
 
WHEREAS, on October 31, 2013, Augsburg College President Paul Pribbenow convened a 
meeting of members of the Cedar Riverside Partnership and other community stakeholders to 
discuss the programming needs and concerns of the Brian Coyle Center; those present at that 
meeting identified that the Cedar Riverside Partnership could play a useful role in pursuing 
greater community consensus in mobilizing and prioritizing resources to address the critical 
needs of Cedar Riverside youth; 
 
WHEREAS, these issues have been researched and analyzed extensively in recent years, 
including the following studies that provide in depth research and recommendations about the 
interrelated issues of early childhood education, youth programming, workforce development 
and community space:  
 

• Early Childhood Development Services in Cedar-Riverside: Landscape Analysis and 
Strategic Action Plan, CHANCE, 2013 

• Youth Programs and Community Space in Cedar-Riverside, CHANCE 2010 
• Library Resources in Cedar Riverside: An Action Plan for Bridging Library Resource 

Gaps in the Cedar Riverside Neighborhood, CHANCE, 2013 
• Workforce Development in Cedar Riverside: Challenges and Opportunities, CHANCE, 

2012 
• Cedar Riverside Community Space Study, ADC, 2012 
• Minneapolis Recreation Center Research, CHANCE, Undated  

 
WHEREAS, it is clear that Cedar Riverside does not lack for research that documents existing 
needs, program information, or recommendations for moving forward; rather the real challenge 
is that hardly any of the recommendations from these many studies have been implemented;   
 
WHEREAS, this research review and further interviews with some of the knowledgeable leaders 
in Cedar Riverside support the following key findings: 
 

• Many programs, but few are adequately resourced.  There are a multitude of programs 
in Cedar Riverside and in surrounding neighborhoods, yet there is a clear sense that there 
are many people who are still underserved.  What the quantity of the programs reflected 
in the attached program chart fails to show is that many of the existing programs are 
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underfunded, with some programs cut and program staff stretched thin.  In some cases, 
volunteers are taking up the slack, but that can be difficult to sustain.   

 
• Youth programming in particular lacks adequate funding.  While the Triple C Coffee 

Cart, part of the youth entrepreneurship program, was launched as a way to provide 
entrepreneurship training  for teen boys as a first job, it currently lacks funding to stay 
open.  The PUC has $40,000 in their budget for youth programming that is spread across 
several locations, including the Coyle Center.  The MPRB provides some funding that 
covers less than half of the cost for staffing and maintenance of the gym.  Funding for the 
remainder of gym costs is difficult to identify.   

 
• Need connectors.  Programs are the most successful when staff are able to spend time not 

only on basic program coordination but also acting as a connector – a person with a 
personal relationship with program participants who can act as a trusted advisor.  This 
was evident in the role that the program coordinator played for the Sisterhood of the 
Traveling Scarfs, offering not only technical assistance but also acting as a mentor and 
role model for the 10-16 year old girls.   
 

• Early childhood focus on Family, Friend and Neighbor network.  The Early Childhood 
Study recognized that Family, Friend and Neighbor caregivers are the most common due 
to affordability and proximity, yet these caregivers do not have access to program support 
that could help to ensure that children are kindergarten ready by age five.   This study 
also identified a number of potential program supporters, including Generation Next, 
Start Early Funders Coalition, and others who could be contacted to gauge interest in 
supporting the existing caregiver network.  As part of their public health work, Fairview 
is considering ways to support these caregivers to provide skills in childhood 
development, safety and culturally appropriate resources.   A partnership between the 
public health community and early childhood funders should be explored further.   

 
• We are likely paying a big price for inadequate youth programming.  The social and 

economic costs of inadequate youth recreational opportunities are well documented; 
quality out of school time programs can contribute to reducing juvenile delinquency; 
increasing positive and reducing negative behaviors; less youth exposure to violence;  
improve children’s educational performance and affect the quality of the future work 
force and the national economy;  decrease health care costs related to childhood obesity;  
increase the economic contributions of young people to society when they become adults; 
youth self-confidence, optimism, and initiative; increase civic responsibility and 
participation; and reduce parental stress, health care costs and lost job productivity.  See, 
e.g., Peter A. Witt and Linda L. Caldwell, The Rationale for Recreation Services for 
Youth: An Evidenced Based Approach, National Recreation and Park Association (2010). 
 

• Solving community space needs will require many organizations to “get on the same 
page” and unite behind long-term improvements.   The need for increased coordination 
and collaboration between the various programs in Cedar Riverside is a common refrain, 
yet changes are slow to occur. The Coyle Center is the most visible community center 
and houses the most programs.  Improvements and additions to the Coyle Center would 
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greatly address many of the primary space needs for early childhood programs, youth 
programs, and workforce development.   
 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Cedar Riverside Partnership expresses its 
support for these findings and hereby identifies the following action steps to advance community 
consensus of youth programming needs and priorities: 
 

1. The Partnership invites further community discussion of these findings and review of 
the Study Recommendations and Status as well as the draft updated program charts 
from recent studies of early childhood, youth programming, workforce development 
and community space in Cedar Riverside that are yet to be implemented, for the 
purpose of forging community consensus about key priorities; 

 
2. The Partnership expresses its support for proposed state funding to expand the 

facilities of the Brian Coyle Center and Currie Park; 
 
3. The Partnership requests that the Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board and 

Pillsbury United Communities update the Partnership at its next meeting on the future 
allocation of management and programming responsibilities at the Brain Coyle 
Center; 

 
4. The Partnership will convene a meeting of key funders of the organizations providing 

youth programming to explore opportunities for leverage and strategies to pursue 
additional funding;   

 
5. The Partnership directs its counsel and staff to explore the concept of youth health 

navigators, and the possibility that improving connections of children and youth to 
neighborhood programming could accompany the emergence of community health 
promotion as a profession, and could also improve health outcomes. 

 
6. The Partnership will invite Hennepin County to consider the significant needs of 

Cedar Riverside as the Hennepin County Library Board evaluates the future of the 
Southeast Library, and possible location of library services in Cedar Riverside.   

 
7. The Partnership will invite each partner to explore how its resources might be 

deployed to benefit Cedar Riverside youth, including a discussion with Augsburg 
College and the University of Minnesota concerning recreational facilities and the 
City of Minneapolis concerning plans for the Downtown East park.   

 
 
 
Attest: _____________________ 
 Paul Pribbenow, Chair 
 
Date: March 10, 2014   
 


